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High-power testing laboratory + R&D services 
A sustainable enterprise 
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Sergio Feitoza, author of this article, helped to design, construct operate and to 
manage this set of 14 testing labs. including High-Power, High voltage, EMC, Ex, … 

 
   

1. PROOF THAT IT GIVES GOOD RESULTS (THE CASE OF BRAZIL IN THE 80’s -90’s)  
Developing a growing medium-size electrical industry in developing regions countries is not difficult and produces 
impacting results in development, employment & income. I had a rare opportunity to witness and to participated 
intensively in an entire process like this, occurred in Brazil, in the 80’s to 90’s.  Nowadays, could be done better and 
faster in many parts of the World, especially Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The results in Brazil were very good, 
visible, and easily verifiable via web. Just compare the size and profile of the electric industry in the beginning of the 
70’s and now. 
 
The incipient electric industry of the 70’s growed and became solid and competitive generating employment and 
development. A rich country like Brazil would go to the G7 – very fast - if invested in a higher level of education. I wrote 
about this in a recent book whose link is in the end.  
 
About using the electrical industry as an instrument to bring development, we must remember that in all countries of 
the world it has been shown that the electric industry is the best organized area. In the case of Brazil, the catalyser 
was   the creation of high power and high voltage testing laboratories and an electric energy research centre. 
 
The world changed and to do something with similar effect today we should think about a smaller scale testing lab, 
using less investment and more innovative ideas like to mix this with testing simulations. Nowadays companies invest 
much more in marketing than in knowledge. This is not a sustainable practice. 
 
The path of the stones is to create a small electrical testing laboratory including a team focused on R&D to develop 
innovations in substation equipment (60% testing team + 40% R&D team). The focus would be to get more efficient 
equipment with lower Kg/MVA (see article at the end). The strategy would also involve systematic action in technical 
standardization bodies to disseminate the knowledge acquired. Following this line of action, in less than 10 years the 
results will appear, as happened in Brazil. 
 
Most research centers and testing laboratories were built, around the world, in the 50s to 80s. They had the vision of 
motivating regional development. Several were closed in the last 2 decades because, from the point of view of private 
investors, they are not the best investment for amounts like 20 to 100 million Euros. Some others were closed because 
already fulfilled their original mission or did not percept the World changes.  
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Imagine that in a certain region, 10 to 20 manufacturers and certifiers come together to create a neutral laboratory. 
If it is well balanced and the size well planned, it is an interesting initiative from an economic point of view. The few 
world-wide laboratories that survive today live from the provision of testing services and have many employees 
because they are big installations.  We are not proposing things like this. We are talking about initiatives that involve 
some  30 people, trained to be very well qualified as was done in the Brazilian case.  We are talking about investments 
of some 20 to 30  million Euros. The aim is not to be a long-time enterprise. The focus is creating knowledge and to 
conditions to implement a small electric industry who will walk on their own feet 
 
The central idea is to implement the construction of a small - medium-sized 3rd part laboratory. In addition to the 
conventional testing services the R&D team will provide support to manufacturers of substations and lines 
equipment. A well-dimensioned laboratory, managed from the perspective of private companies, will immediately 
get a big market because there are no alternatives available. The reasons are:  (a) there is no availability of labs (b) 
the focus is to create conditions for the growth of an electric industry (c) the growth of the renewable energy market  
(d) big buyers like oil, gas and mining companies, needing to take care of the environmental image, will prefer to buy 
products with lower kg/MVA       
 

2. WHAT and HOW TO DO IT?  
 
The construction of a 3rd part laboratory goes beyond test services, providing support to manufacturers for 
development of power products. If the team and installations are well dimensioned, and the lab is managed as a 
private company, will be a self-sustaining enterprise with the sale of testing services and R&D services.  The key for 
the success is to help the power industry to develop or improve products.    
 
Most of the existing labs I know, all over the world, still have an extremely conservative view that "everything should 
be tested" and furthermore, that a third-party lab should not act to help manufacturers to develop products because 
would be conflicting with the interest of “doing neutral tests".  The world has changed and doesn't care about it 
anymore 
 
The important new, for open-mind electric systems planners, of regions with limited financial resources, is the use of 
low-cost testing simulations to develop products. The big world-wide manufacturers use them intensively. However, 
the others, which would be the big beneficiaries – rarely know they exist. There are  recent CIGRE brochures 
demonstrating applications and validations  like CIGRE 602 ( Internal Arc),  740 (Low-Cost Substations) and 830 
(Temperature Rise).  In IEC the openings for testing simulations were finally created as  in IEC TR 62271-307. I am co-
author of these Cigrè and IEC documents and participated of the WGs. The big manufacturers were there actively 
working.   
 
Nowadays, almost always, manufacturers go to testing labs to have a test report in hand to show to product buyers. 
What matters is having the lowest expenses and passing in the tests. The concept with our idea is to make the 
developments using design experience and test simulations and go to the labs only in the final stage of development, 
to carry out the type tests. 
 

3.   “TESTING LABORATORY + R&D SERVICES” IMPLEMENTATION 
  
The idea is implementing a commercial venture with an acceptable return on investment for investors. In the feasibility 
study, it should be properly considered that the return on investment involve revenues from the sale of tests, patents, 
and other R&D consequences as improvement of system quality indexes (see article). The enterprise will have two 
lines of action: 
 

• A small - medium sized laboratory to carry out the high - power tests described below and,  

• A parallel activity of "Support for development of equipment for substations" with worldwide operations, 
including lower-cost solutions to amplify the use of renewable energy. This market is not still explored by 
the big testing and may bring incomes even higher than the tests sales. 
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Direct business revenue will come from 
 
(a) conducting conventional tests like in the list to follow, 
(b) to provide, to manufacturers, technical support for the development of more efficient products, 
(c) testing simulations and training to reduce development costs and 
(d) neutral lectures, on behalf of manufacturers, on products that - clearly - help to improve energy efficiency.  
 
  The “Testing Laboratory” will allow remote viewing (as F.A.T.). The main tests to be performed will be: 
 
• Tests of medium voltage, low voltage equipment and even some up to class 550 kV. 
• Tests of short time current withstand and crest (short-circuit) up to 200 kAef - 1s 
• Temperature rises to 20,000 A permanent. 
• Low voltage internal arc (and some for MV) 
• Dielectric tests up to medium voltage equipment. 
 
For companies that show interest in the idea  I can provide information and expertise like: 
 
• Economic technical feasibility studies and business plan 
• Detailed market study 
• Estimated implementation costs and future revenues 
• Team size (less than 25-30 people) 
• I have 40+ years' international experience in the subject. 
 
CV of the author   https://www.cognitor.com.br/Curriculum.html 
 
REFERENCES:  
 

• Lower kg/MVA: http://www.cognitor.com.br/EnvironmentalEfficiencyCertificate.pdf 

• Improvement of quality of electric system indexes: 
https://www.cognitor.com.br/IEC602822sugestionstosc32afrombrazil.pdf 

• Project Save Rio in 10 years : https://www.cognitor.com.br/saverioENG.pdf 
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